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ClaroView is a system tray
application that overlays your
Windows desktop. It allows
you to overlay an arbitrary
color on top of your windows
and their background. You
can adjust the color of the
overlay, the opacity of the
color and the intensity of the
overlay. The overlay colors
can be used to create and
adjust a variety of color



themes. You can adjust the
overlay's color to your liking,
or you can choose a default
color theme for you. Key
features: Overlay Window
Color Overlay Window
Opacity Overlay Window
Color Temperature Overlay
Color Ranges Overlay Tint
Overlay Color Scheme
Generator Keyboard
Shortcuts Work with all
applications Color control for
the application's title bar



Color control for window
buttons Color control for
program bars Overlay tint
color is program specific
Overlay color can be a
gradient Overlay color can be
any color Automatically
selects colors for you Select
color themes Select color
themes for your application
Select color schemes for your
application Select color
schemes for your application
Select color schemes for your



application If you have found
this helpful, please be sure to
pass the link on to your
friends. "ClaroView is a
system tray application that
overlays your Windows
desktop. It allows you to
overlay an arbitrary color on
top of your windows and their
background. You can adjust
the color of the overlay, the
opacity of the color and the
intensity of the overlay. The
overlay colors can be used to



create and adjust a variety of
color themes. You can adjust
the overlay's color to your
liking, or you can choose a
default color theme for you.
Key features: Overlay Window
Color Overlay Window
Opacity Overlay Window
Color Temperature Overlay
Color Ranges Overlay Tint
Overlay Color Scheme
Generator Keyboard
Shortcuts Work with all
applications Color control for



the application's title bar
Color control for window
buttons Color control for
program bars Overlay tint
color is program specific
Overlay color can be a
gradient Overlay color can be
any color Automatically
selects colors for you Select
color themes Select color
themes for your application
Select color schemes for your
application Select color
schemes for your application



Select color schemes for your
application" Share this review
Link to review If you have
found this helpful, please be
sure to pass the link on to
your friends.# Generated by
superflore -- DO

ClaroView Crack + Download For PC

This is a small utility designed
to help prevent keystroke
loggers from reading your



keystrokes, also called
keyloggers. Keyloggers can
be used for a number of
nefarious purposes, such as
stealing passwords, credit
card numbers, etc.
Keyloggers can be used
against legitimate users as
well, such as data and email
theft and spamming. kMail
Viewer RimbaSoft Webmail
Viewer is an email viewer and
management software. It's a
tiny application, which will



not occupy a lot of your
memory. It can display simple
HTML messages, such as
greeting messages, and other
HTML formatted messages,
such as messages in Yahoo
mail, GMail, and POP mail.
HexEdit Lite The HexEdit Lite
is a light-weight hex editor
with an intuitive, graphical
user interface. It is intended
for quick editing of small hex
values and not for more
advanced editing of hex



values. It has many features,
such as the ability to edit the
following items: Hex values,
Addresses and names, Text,
Ranges, Byte and Word
(length) values, Block and hex
dump. Monitor your website
from anywhere on the net
With this innovative
technology you will be able to
control all your internet
machines from one place,
using just one simple button.
Just press it and a window



will appear on your screen,
allowing you to connect to
your internet machines. It is
an easy and free way to check
the status of your internet
connection or other machines
on your home network. It is
also a powerful remote
desktop solution and an ideal
tool for system
administrators. Free PCVARE
Antivirus 8.1 FREE PCVARE
Antivirus is an effective,
simple to use antivirus



software program for people
on a budget. It includes two
versions: Basic and
Professional, both free. It is
packed with all the features
you need, including three
simultaneous scan engines for
optimal performance,
complete virus protection,
and a full-featured
Antispyware (antiphishing)
component. You can even
scan email and network files
at the same time.



PROTECTIVE TRIMMER 2.0.8
Safely trim your RAM with
the help of the powerful
control panel. You will be able
to quickly monitor and adjust
memory consumption in your
programs and applications
with one single button. It also
provides several useful
functions for desktop and
system administrators: You
can easily monitor and adjust
memory consumption in your
programs and applications.
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ColorEye is a simple tool that
allows you to view your
screen colors, modify the
colors on your screen, choose
new colors to replace the
ones currently displayed, and
save them in a file. <span
class="articleSubhead"><br
/> Choose the right colors for
your desktop </span> <span
class="articleDate"><span
style="font-size:9px;">Friday,



April 26,
2017</span></span> <span
class="footer"><a href="
style="font-
size:13px;">Please bookmark
our RSS feed to keep up-to-
date with the latest
posts</span></a></span>
<img src=" </div> <div
class="articleBody__text-12"
> When you start noticing
frequent headaches or sore
eyes after using your
computer for a longer time,



you might need to consider
adjusting your
desktop&rsquo;s brightness
and colors. ClaroView can
offer a solution for the color
issue. Add a colored overlay
to your desktop The
application comes with a
minimalist graphic interface,
without any distractions, thus
helping you focus on what
really matters, namely
choosing the color that is the
most soothing for your eyes.



Test the overlay colors The
main window of ClaroView
allows you to experiment with
several default tints that in
fact add an overlay on top of
all your running programs,
without affecting their
functionality. You can easily
reset the desktop to its
default appearance by simply
pressing the dedicated
button. You basically need to
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What's New In ClaroView?

Try ClaroView, a dedicated
overlay color. It adds a
colored overlay to your
desktop which can be set for
different intensities. • Set a
custom intensity level, choose
between several predefined
tints, view a color palette or
search the web for a custom
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color. • Works with almost all
graphic cards, including
NVIDIA, AMD, Intel, nVidia,
Ati ClaroView Description: A
dedicated overlay color. • Add
a colored overlay to your
desktop and change its
intensity. • Works with almost
all graphic cards, including
NVIDIA, AMD, Intel, nVidia,
Ati ClaroView Description: •
Try ClaroView, a dedicated
overlay color. • Adds a
colored overlay to your



desktop. • Change the color
intensity. • Works with almost
all graphic cards, including
NVIDIA, AMD, Intel, nVidia,
Ati ClaroView Description: A
dedicated overlay color. • Set
a custom intensity level,
choose between several
predefined tints, view a color
palette or search the web for
a custom color. • Works with
almost all graphic cards,
including NVIDIA, AMD, Intel,
nVidia, Ati ClaroView



Description: A dedicated
overlay color. • Add a colored
overlay to your desktop and
change its intensity. • Works
with almost all graphic cards,
including NVIDIA, AMD, Intel,
nVidia, Ati ClaroView
Description: Try ClaroView, a
dedicated overlay color. It
adds a colored overlay to your
desktop which can be set for
different intensities. • Set a
custom intensity level, choose
between several predefined



tints, view a color palette or
search the web for a custom
color. • Works with almost all
graphic cards, including
NVIDIA, AMD, Intel, nVidia,
Ati ClaroView Description: A
dedicated overlay color. • Add
a colored overlay to your
desktop and change its
intensity. • Works with almost
all graphic cards, including
NVIDIA, AMD, Intel, nVidia,
Ati ClaroView Description:
Try ClaroView, a dedicated



overlay color. It adds a
colored overlay to your
desktop which can be set for
different intensities. • Set a
custom intensity level, choose
between several predefined
tints, view a color palette or
search the web for a custom
color. • Works with almost all
graphic cards, including
NVIDIA, AMD, Intel, nVidia,
Ati ClaroView Description: A
dedicated overlay color. • Add
a colored overlay to your



desktop and change its
intensity. • Works with almost
all graphic cards, including
NVIDIA, AMD, Intel, nVidia,
Ati ClaroView Description: •
Try ClaroView, a dedicated
overlay color. • Adds a
colored overlay to your
desktop. • Change



System Requirements For ClaroView:

Windows Mac OSX Minimum:
OS: Windows 7/Vista
Processor: 2.3 GHz (or
greater) RAM: 1 GB (or
greater) Graphics: 128MB (or
greater) DirectX: 9.0 HDD: 20
GB (or greater) Storage:
14GB Recommended: OS:
Windows 8 RAM: 2 GB (or
greater) Graphics
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